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Things to Avoid on Facebook  

These are words or phrases that tend to decrease the reach of 
posts on social media. Avoid using them on Facebook, in blog 
post titles, headings, URLs as well as social share descriptions.

free - freebie - Giveaway - win - enter - Contest 
Use Instead:  
Nothing for you - Come and get it - Zip, zilch, nada - take it home for nothing - 
good grab - snatch it up - grab it now - F-R-E-E - I’m doing the happy dance - 
Rock Bottom - As good as it gets - Make your wallet happy - Don’t wait on this 
one - shut the door this is awesome - for diddly-squat! - This one’s been slashed 
in half - getting this now - make every penny count - this one is for the bargain 
hunters

Like us - Like this - comment - share - sign up - tag - tag a friend 
Use Instead: 
Know someone who (wants/needs/loves/crushes/etc) - Is this is you? - You 
thoughts? - What do you think? - Is this you? - Who has this? - Put this on your 
wall so you don’t forget this. - pin for later - bookmark for later - this is going on 
my wall so I don’t forget it.

buy - discount - coupon - sell - sale - % off - marked down 
Use Instead: 
Get it - grab it - don’t lose this - snag it - score this - gift idea - pick it up - hurry over - 
Run, you’ll love it - this one goes in the the bag - fill your bag - my house needs this - 
bogof - lowest I’ve seen - One fourth taken off the total - huge drop - ¼ you get to 
keep in your pocket - it’s like they are handing them out - they dropped it by 5
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Disclosures

#ad - #Sponsored - #spon - Sponsored - AD - affiliate

Use Instead:
Clicking on the link gives us some pennies and helps keep food on the table- 
this was on behalf of - brought to you by - in partnership with - they are giving 
us perks for spreading the word - we are working with - in collaboration with - 
teaming up - note: your participation helps keep our page afloat - they are 
supporting my xyz habit (coffee, shoes, holiday, etc). - Mutual support between

Identifying religious or health terms:
Example: Bulimia, Protestant, Fibromyalgia, Islamic, Anxiety, weight loss, ADD, etc.

Used instead:
Remember to always phrase content in the positive. Instead of weight loss, use healthy 
bodies, instead of Protestant say Biblical faith, etc.

Claims and Guarantees

Facebook doesn’t like us making claims about our audience or guarantees. Niches to 
be extra careful in are, dating, health, finance and law. 

For example use phrases such as:
“Make your dreams come true” 
 
“Lose 2 stone in 2 weeks”

“Find your future partner here”

“Take this tablet to cure your problems” 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/ad?source=note
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Avoid negative terms and don’t directly address the audience. See example below:

NOT OK
“Are you a small business owner that is overwhelmed and struggling with social 
media?”

OK
“So many small business owners are feeling overwhelmed and struggling with social 
media” 

Photos, graphics and videos

Don’t include any photos, graphics or videos that are graphic, violent, sexual or 
contain nudity. 

Avoid using before and after photos- Facebook really doesn’t like these. Also avoid 
using scales and tape measures. 

Ensure that your photos, graphics or videos do not contain more than 20% of text of 
them. Try to keep any text to a minimum or avoid completely. Having too much text 
will stop your ad from performing as well as it could. 
Facebook will give you a little warning when you do an ad with more than 20% to let 
you know that it will not perform as well as it could. 
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